Remote Pair Programming in Online CS Education: Investigating through a Gender Lens
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Abstract—Online CS education shows many gender-inclusivity problems in practice and through tools, and little has been done to address this. In CS classrooms, pair programming has been shown to significantly help women and men understand and appreciate programming concepts, and to help close gender gaps. Unfortunately, pair programming is not well supported in online CS education, especially when one of the pair members is a woman. Our overall objective is to address this gap by investigating the following question: How can we bring the educational benefits of pair programming to online CS students in gender-equitable ways? In this paper, we empirically investigate whether and how technology-mediated remote pair programming hinders online students of same- and mixed-gender pairs. Based on our results, we propose refining personas and the cognitive walkthrough to include leadership styles and preferences for pair-programming roles. We further recommend features for online CS educational tools to promote gender-inclusiveness.

I. INTRODUCTION

Although our society has realized the importance of Computer Science (CS) education, 65% of the US population (e.g., women and people of color) is poorly represented in CS classrooms [1]. Online education is one potential solution towards promoting CS education for diverse or remote populations around the world.

However, online CS education is no more gender-inclusive than in-person CS education. In fact, much of what has been achieved so far in CS education’s gender-inclusiveness is situated in the classroom. Little has been done to consider gender-inclusivity of online CS education platforms.

For gender-inclusivity in CS classrooms, one effective mechanism is pair programming. In pair programming, two people help each other program as two heads are better than one [2], [3]. The two programmers work collaboratively on the same design, algorithm, code, or test [4], [5]. Sitting shoulder-to-shoulder at a computer, one member of the pair is the driver, who actively creates code and controls the keyboard and mouse. The other member is the navigator, who constantly reviews the driver’s work, proposes suggestions, and asks clarifying questions [6]. After a designated period of time, the partners switch roles. Pair programming has been shown to improve the pair members’ quality, teamwork, communication, knowledge management, and morale [7]–[17].

In CS education, pair programming has been shown to help students understand programming concepts and organize their own knowledge as a result of interactions and alternating roles [18]–[21]. It reduces the gender gap: it particularly increases women students’ confidence in programming, encourages them to pursue computer science, and increases their Information Technology (IT) fluency – contemporary IT skills, fundamental grasp of IT concepts and intellectual IT capabilities [8], [22]–[25].

Unfortunately, pair programming is not well supported in online CS education, especially when one of the pair members is a woman. This leads to the central question: How can we bring the educational benefits of pair programming to remote online CS students in gender-equitable ways?

To find out how to support remote CS students via pair programming, we draw upon three factors – coordination, communication, and collaboration – that are at the heart of software development processes among remote teams [26]–[29]. To investigate how gender differences manifest in these three factors for remote CS students’ pair programming experiences, we formulated the following research questions:

- **RQ1:** How might different gender pairings of remote CS students coordinate?
- **RQ2:** How might different gender pairings of remote CS students communicate?
- **RQ3:** How might different gender pairings of remote CS students collaborate?

II. RELATED WORK

Remote pair programming, also known as distributed pair programming, has been known to be comparable to co-located pair programming in regards to student performance, effective code quality and productivity [30]–[32]. Tsompanoudi et al. found that the individual with more programming experience and confidence secured higher assignment grades while the individual with lower perceived pair compatibility secured higher exam grades [33]. In the literature review by Da Silva et al., concerns were raised about the inadequate number of studies related to distributed pair programming and a recommendation for more studies on coordination and communication was made [34].

Co-located pair programming has proven to reduce the gender gap by increasing female students’ confidence in pro-
The participants filled out a background and self-efficacy questionnaire, followed by a tutorial about pair programming and the think-aloud method. With the think-aloud method [41], [42], participants were asked to vocalize their thoughts and feelings as they performed their tasks.

Once participants were introduced to the concepts, they were asked to complete a 10 minute Simple Task to promote pair jelling. Pair jelling is an adjustment period when pairs first start working together; after the pair has jelled, they perform tasks considerably more efficiently [12], [43]. Participants used the Java IDE Eclipse [44] and TeamViewer [45]. TeamViewer provided video, voice, and text chat and is commonly used in industry with 1.8+ billion devices connected [45]. The main communication mechanism was video, but text chat was available for participants to use throughout the study.

The participants were then given the Main Task to implement a Tic-Tac-Toe game within a 40 minute time limit. The time limit helped us keep the entire study session below 90 minutes and avoid fatigue for our participants. We video recorded participants’ facial reactions, audio, and screen interactions using Morae [46], a screen capture and replay tool.

After the study, we conducted a retrospective interview using pre-determined questions (refer Table II) to get insights about the participants’ experiences. These interview sessions were audio recorded. Finally, participants were asked to fill out a post self-efficacy questionnaire and pair programming questionnaire. Study material can be found at [47].

C. Tasks

The Simple Task was to look at a password checking implementation in Eclipse and fix the password validation test using pair programming.

The Main Task was to implement a Tic-Tac-Toe game for two players, X and O, who take turns marking spaces in a 3x3 grid. Participants needed to add code and respective test cases to finish the task. The participants were given an implementation of the board and a test case. This was selected as a task because (1) it is simple to implement for anyone with Java experience and (2) does not require domain knowledge to understand the requirements and generate test cases.

D. Qualitative Analysis

Videos/Audio from the Main Task and retrospective interviews were transcribed. Transcripts of participants from the Main Task were split into 30-second segments and coded, allowing multiple codes per segment. Three researchers independently coded 20% of the transcripts and reached agreement on 90% of the coded data by calculating inter-rater reliability using the Jaccard measure [48]. Then, the researchers split the remaining code between them.

Code sets used were: (1) Roles - Navigator, driver (2) Leadership style - Democratic, authoritative, laissez-faire, paternalistic [49], [50] (3) Non-Verbal Cues - Smile, laughter, confusion, arms crossed, clasped hands, imitation [51] (4) Task management - Taking control, dividing and conquering, releasing control, instructing partner (derivations of code sets

### III. Methodology

A. Participants

In this study, two CS students collaborated with each other remotely using pair programming to develop a simple Java program. Hence, the selection criteria was a university student with basic object-oriented programming experience. We selected participants on a first-come, first-served basis and constrained the number of participants to 6 men and 6 women to maintain a gender balance. Furthermore, we paired the participants into same- (2 man-man, 2 woman-woman) and mixed- (2 woman-man) gender pairs. Table I shows the general demographics of the participants. All participants were given a $20 gift card as compensation for their time.

B. Study Design

Participants of a pair were placed in separate rooms for the study to mimic a remote pair programming environment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pair#</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Experience</th>
<th>Prog.</th>
<th>Pair-Prog.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1M1</td>
<td>Man</td>
<td>Junior</td>
<td>19-23</td>
<td>2 Years</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1M2</td>
<td>Man</td>
<td>Sophomore</td>
<td>19-23</td>
<td>2 Years</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2M3</td>
<td>Man</td>
<td>Senior</td>
<td>19-23</td>
<td>4 Years</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2M4</td>
<td>Man</td>
<td>Freshman</td>
<td>19-23</td>
<td>4 Years</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3F1</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>Senior</td>
<td>19-23</td>
<td>3 Years</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4F2</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>Junior</td>
<td>19-23</td>
<td>2 Years</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4F3</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>Senior</td>
<td>19-23</td>
<td>2 Years</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5F4</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>Masters</td>
<td>30-40</td>
<td>2 Years</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5F5</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>Masters</td>
<td>19-23</td>
<td>2 Years</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6F6</td>
<td>Man</td>
<td>Senior</td>
<td>19-23</td>
<td>4 Years</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6F6</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>Senior</td>
<td>19-23</td>
<td>3 Years</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
is further discussed in IV). We used thematic analysis to organize our data. Thematic analysis [52] is a method used for organizing qualitative data into themes which relate back to the research question.

E. Limitations

Every study has limitations. One limitation of this study is the small sample size of 6 pairs, although the participants are students and have similar demographics to online CS students. Another limitation is a possibility that students were aware of their partner before the study since they were from the same university. Lastly, we mimicked the remote environment by placing participants in separate rooms instead of geographically different locations. This may not be representative of a real remote environment. Limitations like these can only be addressed through further empirical studies.

IV. Results

Ellis et al. [53] proposed that group interactions are functionally divided into three dimensions: coordination, communication and collaboration. These dimensions are formulated as research questions to identify hindrances faced by same- and mixed-gender pairs of CS students while working remotely on their programming assignments.

A. RQ1: How might different gender pairings of remote CS students coordinate?

In remote pair programming, a pair’s coordination may be influenced by individual leadership and interruption styles.

1) Leadership Style: Previous studies [50], [54]–[65] have shown that men and women employ different leadership tactics. For example, many women tend to be more democratic (sharing decision making abilities), whereas men tend to be more authoritative (dominating the interactions) [49], [50]. These gender differences highlight a difficult challenge to overcome for pair programming. In our study, we found more instances (304 of 390 dialogues) of authoritative and democratic leadership styles than laissez-faire (where all decision-making is given to the partner) and paternalistic (when one partner teaches the other). Therefore, we narrowed our analysis to only consider authoritative and democratic leadership styles. All four same-gender pairs had a democratic leadership style while, in both mixed-gender pairs, one of the participants was authoritative (refer Fig. 1). This suggests that there may be conflict between partners of different genders because of their leadership styles. Hence, we investigated the effect leadership style has on driver/navigator roles and task management.

Leadership Style vs. Driver/Navigator Roles: Pairs that were more democratic spent roughly equal time in both driver/navigator roles, while pairs with a more authoritative partner had an imbalance of time in each role (refer Fig. 1). For example, in P4, both participants were democratic (P4F2 - 100%, P4F3 - 93%) and spent nearly 50% of the time in both driver/navigator roles. Contrary to this, in P6, one participant was authoritative (P6F6 - 71%) and was the navigator 96% of the time. In pair programming, a navigator and driver work together in a role-based protocol and switch roles regularly, with equal time in each role. These results highlight a potential problem for pair programming – there is an apparent imbalance in the sharing of responsibilities when one partner is authoritative and the other is democratic. This has a direct implication on gender roles.

In the mixed-gender pairs of our study, an authoritative man was more often a driver (P3M5) and an authoritative woman was a navigator (P6F6). In contrast, for same-gender pairs the more authoritative man was frequently a navigator while the more authoritative woman was a driver (refer Fig. 1). In interviews, it was revealed that women participants preferred to be the navigator and men participants preferred to be the driver when they knew what to do (we go into depth regarding this in Section IV-B2). Because the men and women in our study preferred different roles, mixed-gender pairs tended not to share driver/navigator roles while same-gender pairs went beyond their own preferences and shared roles and responsibilities with their partners.

Leadership Style vs. Task Management: We observed the effect of leadership styles on how CS students manage task control. Table III shows the frequency of strategies used by each pair. The strategies observed were:

Taking control of the task implicitly or explicitly. In all six pairs, we observed participants take control over the task without consulting their partner. There were two ways this
happened: implicitly, in which one participant began working on the task without saying anything, and explicitly, in which one participant said they were going to take control, but still without consulting their partner.

In democratic-democratic pairings, which were mostly same-gender pairs, we found that both participants had the same amount of task control between them even when their self-efficacy scores were vastly different. For example in P5, P5F4 took control 7 times while her partner P5F5 took control 6 times during their study session. P5F5 reported a higher self-efficacy (15) than P4F4 (-10). Similarly, in P2, P2M3 took control 3 times and his partner P2M4 took control 2 times. P3M4 reported a higher self efficacy (14) than P3M3 (8). This indicates that in our study, same-gender pairs were good team players, even with their less confident partners.

For authoritative-democratic pairings in our study, the participant with higher self-efficacy took control more frequently than their less-confident partner. In the mixed-gender pair P3, P3M5 had a higher frequency of both implicit and explicit control (14 instances) than his partner (4 instances). For instance, P3M5 took control explicitly, by saying “That is a really good idea. Let me do that real quick” and implicitly, by starting to type after they had finished discussing the task. P3M5 also reported a higher self-efficacy (16) than his partner P3F1 (9). Hence, in mixed-gender pairs, the “free-rider effect” occurred, which is a phenomenon where one partner with low self-efficacy is less motivated to contribute to the task [66].

**Dividing and conquering the task.** We found that three democratic pairs (P1, P2, P4) divided tasks with explicit discussions to determine who was responsible for the next task. For instance, in P1, both men asked each other what task they would like to do during the assignment. P1M2 said, “So, do you want to start with the winner class or...” and P1M1 responded by allocating the task to P1M2 as he said, “Do you want to take care of test case is a tie?” This strategy was not used by any authoritative-democratic pairs.

Compromise was also effective in dividing tasks. In P2, a discussion was started by P2M4 to determine who will be the driver by saying, “Do you want to drive or do you want me to?”, P2M3 responded, “Uhm I can drive.”, and after some discussion, P2M3 said, “Go ahead and drive, sounds like you know.” Even though P2M3 initially took the offer to drive, when he realized that P2M4 might have a better understanding of a portion of the code, he told P2M4 to drive. Because same-gender pairs in our study were democratic, they were able to acknowledge their partner’s strengths and divide tasks to benefit the assignment.

**Releasing the control of the task.** All four democratic, same-gender pairs (P1, P2, P4, P5) had one person release control when they felt it was no longer their turn to manage the task. This was triggered by either politeness or uncertainty about the task. For instance, in P1, P1M2 politely asked P1M1, “So, do you want to? (P1M1 lowers hands quickly and smiles)” and P1M1 responds, “Sure. (P1M2 smiles).” This action shows that the partners trust one another and respect each other’s input. In P4, P4F2 expressed concern that she had “been typing all this time” and thus released control to her partner. This shows an awareness towards the pair programming principles of fairness and equal learning.

While with authoritative-democratic, mixed-gender pairs (P3, P6), partners did not share control as effectively as same-gender pairs. In P3, P3M5, who was more authoritative, offered control once by saying, “Ok. You want to control for a second?” However, this offer was declined by P3F1 as she was unsure about the methodologies being used, “I’m just thinking if there’s a better way to do this.” Hence, the pair programming principles were not well practiced by mixed-gender pairs.

**Instructing the other to do the task.** All six pairs preferred to manage tasks by giving their partner instructions or commands on what to do, but this behavior was more common with the authoritative-democratic pairs (P3, P6). For instance, P6F6 explicitly told P6M6 word for word what to type: P6F6: “Let’s create a test to see who won the game. So @test.” (P6M6 types code). P6M6: “So @test.” P6F6: “And then void, we can call it something as check if won.” P6M6: “Check if won.” (P6M6 types code) P6F6: “And then assert equals. game dot.” (P6M6 types code). This behavior of a “backseat driver,” where a navigator works extremely close with the driver and gives specific actions to take was also observed by Jones and Fleming [12]. Hence, for authoritative-democratic or mixed-gender pairs in our study, the more authoritative partner tended to dictate the direction of the task.

2) **Interruption Styles:** We found that both same- and mixed-gender pairs interrupted equally, although in other studies on gender differences and communication styles, men interrupted women more often than men interrupted each other [67]–[69]. We found that participants of both same- and mixed-gender pairs only interrupted their partners if the interruption was necessary and relevant to the current topic. It was mentioned in the interviews that both men and women participants did not interrupt their partners most of time as they considered it impolite, did not want to disturb their partner, slept on non-important issues, or they had low-self efficacy.

**B. RQ2: How might different gender pairings of remote CS students communicate?**

In distributed software development, communication has been shown to be key to the success of a project [64]. [70]–[72]. The communication between remote pairings may happen non-verbally, for a purpose, and using technology.

1) **Communicating non-verbally:** The meaning of non-verbal communication depends not only on the words being exchanged, but also on contextual information: the sender (encoder) of the non-verbal behavior, the receiver (decoder) of
that non-verbal behavior, the relationship between the sender and receiver, and the arrangement of other non-verbal cues [73]. With today's tools available to remote CS students, communication can be done via Instant Messengers (IMs) and audio or video calls, which may eliminate or greatly reduce the non-verbal communication that would be present co-located [73].

We observed gender differences in non-verbal communication as women participants used more nonverbal cues (avg 27.83) than men participants (avg 13.5). This data is consistent with previous studies on gender communication [73], [74]. Fig. 2 clearly shows women participants used more non-verbal cues than men when they were in either same- or mixed-gender pairs. Research on gender communication also suggests that women, compared to men, are more expressive non-verbally, more involved in non-verbal behaviors, and more skilled at sending and receiving non-verbal messages [74], [75].

Men and women use various non-verbal cues in different ways for different reasons [76]. Reasons that pairs utilized non-verbal cues were:

Empathy. Often, participants used smiling or laughing to empathize with their partner. We found both same- and mixed-gender pairs used non-verbal cues to demonstrate empathy, but additionally men empathized with verbal cues. For example, in same-gender pair P1, P1M1 laughed and said “Its ugly but it should work” and P1M2 responded with a laugh and said “Yeah, thats how I feel sometimes”. This shows P1M2 empathizing with P1M1 using both non-verbal and verbal cues. While, in mixed-gender pair P3, P3M5 said, “I feel like this is spaghetti code right here. (smiles)”, his partner, P3F1, responds with “(smiles) Just go ahead first.”. Unlike the man-man pair, P3F1 did not use verbal cues to empathize with her male partner, but did smile as a non-verbal cue. This highlights a potential difficulty for mixed-gender pairs in that their communication could be hard to understand by the other gender.

Uncertainty. All pairs used non-verbal cues (confusion and laughter) to indicate when they were uncertain either about their knowledge of the task or quality of their work. Both women participants (avg 6.5) and men participants (avg 3.0) showed confused facial emotions when they were uncertain regarding the task. P3F1, who was democratic, had shown more confusion than her authoritative partner, most likely because he did most of the code without consulting her as discussed before (in Leadership Style). A trend unique to men participants was laughing at uncertainty about their code. For instance, P1M2 said “(laughing) I’m not going to say it looks good, but it looks working.”

Politeness. Participants often smiled or laughed to accompany a polite action such as changing roles. For example, P1M2 asked P1M1 to be driver, “So, do you want to? (smiles)” and P1M1 smiled and accepted. In this example, both smiled to recognize the polite action. There was no difference in the amount of politeness between genders.

Lack of interest. In the same-gender P2, there was a lot of arms crossing, a behavior that can indicate a person is not paying full attention. P2M3 often crossed their arms while P2M4 was explaining something to him or simply talking to himself. In this pair, P2M3 crossed his arms 13 times, which is much greater than any other pair. This is most likely due to the “free riders effect” as P2M3 reported lower self-efficacy scores (8) than P2M4 (14).

Imitating behavior. Mimicking body language and facial expressions is often associated with trying to establish connection and rapport with the partner [77]. In our study, men and women alike copied their partner’s body language or facial expressions, but this phenomena was more common with woman-woman pairs. Consider the following exchange in P4: P4F3 said “But how do we keep track of the first consecutive moves? (P4F3 laughs)” and then (P4F2 laughs). In Fig. 2, imitation can be seen when two participants use the same non verbal cue in one time segment. The P4 pair imitated each others’ smiles or laughter 34 times during the study session. This behavior was common in the woman-woman pairs, probably due to the gender dynamic of a woman-woman relationship. In contrast, when P2M4 says, “Yeah, we don’t have access to it”, and then (P2M3 laughs) P2M4 doesn’t laugh along with P2M3, but instead continues to think of the solution, suggesting that the man-man dynamic relies less on imitating behavior.

These results are similar to one recent study that found that more men approached communication with a clear purpose and problem to be solved, while women communicated to make rapport with their partner [78].

Solving the task. Most participants used facial expressions along with verbal communication when they successfully solved a task. In P4, both women smiled and laughed when they successfully solved parts of their task. For instance, P4F2 said, “Yeah, yeah. Definitely. That works. Yay! (smiles)” (P4F3 laughs). This is in line with previous research that women tend to use more facial expressions than men [73], [74].

2) Communicating for What Purpose: One potential gender difference is what men and women are trying to accomplish with their communication. In our study, there was a difference in how men and women viewed the purpose of the driver and navigator roles.

![Fig. 2. Frequencies of non-verbal cues over time for all pairs. Some cues may be overlapping in the 30-second segments of videos.](image-url)
Women participants viewed navigator as the primary communicator role. Women participants preferred to be navigator when they knew what to do so they could explain the code to the driver. As P6F6 commented, she “would want to be the navigator if I knew more about what we were doing than my partner that way I could help them learn more...” On the other hand, women participants preferred to be driver when they wanted someone else to lead. This was evident in an interview when P6F6 said “... if I didn’t know what I was doing I would want someone else to tell me what to do that way I could get that hands-on experience, but also have someone instructing me and teaching me how a certain thing works.” Similarly, P3F1 said she viewed driver as a passive role. Therefore, women participants viewed the navigator as the primary communicator role when they knew how to solve the problem.

Men participants viewed driver as the primary communicator role. Men participants preferred to be driver when they knew what to do so they could explain to their partner as they type. For example, P3M3 presented the driver as being the one with control as he preferred to be driver when “you have a really good idea of what’s going on and you just want to be able to pump the code out.” When they were unsure of what to do, men participants preferred the navigator role. For example, P3M5 preferred to be navigator when “... the other person has a good idea of what’s going on and you’re kind of at a loss because it’ll give you a little bit of time to kind of catch up to what’s happening.” This highlights a possible difference between men and women: men participants viewed the navigator if they knew more about what we were doing to the driver. As P6M6 commented, “...it was pretty I guess comfortable to work, pretty laid back and I felt like we both... were in our... natural coding environment... I’ve done that (remote) more in my life now... I’ve used like team viewer like, I know, playing video games.” Other men participants had no preference. P1M2 mentioned that he doesn’t think there is much difference between remote and in-person collaboration as he feels just as comfortable talking over the internet as he does in person.

These findings suggest that men CS students may be more comfortable with online education, while women CS students may need more support from remote technology tool builders.

C. RQ3: How might different gender pairings of remote CS students collaborate?

Research about remote collaboration has shown that productive remote interactions among team members depends on creating trust and awareness [79]. Drawing from this background, we investigated how these two factors affect collaboration between CS students when they engage in remote pair programming in same- and mixed-gender pairs.

1) Trust: According to several global software development studies, trust is a key factor in the success or failure of distributed software teams [80]–[82]. Building trust between individuals is extensively studied in remote collaborations [e.g., [83], [84]]. Our participants in interviews indicated the following ways they build trust with a partner:

Built over time. Participants, both men and women, mentioned that trust was built over time as they got familiar with the coding style and habits of their partners. P3M5 said about trusting their partner that “at the very beginning I didn’t (trust) just cause it was a stranger, but as it (time) went on I was like hey... we have the same like level of coding skill and experience, I guess, so I was like, okay I can just kind of watch for a second see if she’s doing what I was planning and then...I didn’t have to steer so much while I was watching her.” His partner had similar thoughts, P3F1 said, “I don’t know my partner’s condition and at times so I am kind of like worried like nervous but then as time goes through, I think we are fine.” This highlights the need for pair jelling [12] for both men and women to build trust.

With an open-minded and polite partner. Both men and women participants wanted to work with partners who were open to listening to their ideas. P6F6 said she would collaborate better with “someone that’s a good leader, someone that can take the reigns, but also knows when to listen and like is open to these ideas from another person.” The participants also preferred polite partners as P3M5 mentioned, “I just want them to like be the semi polite about it (corrections), I guess. Just like as professional as you can be, you know, because we are working on a project together.”

With a confident and knowledgeable partner. Participants, both men and women, mentioned that they would easily trust a partner that is both confident and knowledgeable. P4F2 said,
tasks), leading them to prefer working with another woman. M3F3 said, “I think it’s about the same” and P6M6 said, “only differences would just come from the person or like their personality...I guess the gender doesn’t really matter just as long as how they think or what their ideas are...”

Women participants preferred women partners. In contrast, women participants preferred a partner of their own gender. This result is consistent with a past study on same- and mixed-gender pairs in co-located pair programming by Choi [38]. The two men participants in mixed-gender pairs indicated that collaboration would be similar for a man or a woman partner. “Definitely with a girl you can write everything, I’ll just watch...well first of all it’s a slightly more awkward situation when it’s with a guy (be)cause there’s that like disbalance already there...of skill level even though he might be like a beginner or whatever, I just implicitly might feel like he would know more for some reason. But if we started working and I realize like he doesn’t understand what’s going on then I would take over the control, but like I would have less time like asserting...myself at the beginning. I definitely liked working with a girl better also it’s just easier for me to like talk to girls and work with girls cause I am a girl, it’s just like a thing.” Similar views were shown by P5F4 as she said “I think with girls is better because I think the guy has too much confidence and they do not allow me to have an idea, yeah. Giving an example, my husband, I’m never going to code in front of him.” This suggests that women may be more aware of how their partner’s gender impacts their self-efficacy (confidence in the one’s own ability to perform tasks), leading them to prefer working with another woman. This is further supported by the average self-efficacy of men and women in same- and mixed-gender pairs as shown in Table IV. The average for men and women participants in same-gender pairs and men participants in mixed-gender pairs increased, but the average self-efficacy score of women participants in mixed-gender pairs remained nearly constant. Hence, in mixed-gender pairs, women may not take the benefit of increased individual self-efficacy from remote pair programming.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Same-Gender</th>
<th>Mixed-Gender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Men</strong></td>
<td><strong>Women</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### V. Discussions

#### A. Co-located vs. Remote Studies

Most co-located studies [20], [21], [37], [38] conducted prior to our remote study were done quantitatively, using test scores or pass/fail percentages to determine gender differences. In contrast, we analyzed qualitative data by conducting a controlled lab study using the think-aloud method. Two co-located studies, by Choi [38] and B. Zhong et. al [37], used qualitative surveys in their approach, and since our study is the first to use a qualitative approach for a remote setting, we chose those two studies for comparison. The following are differences and similarities we observed:

- **Confidence.** In the co-located studies, Choi [38] found no difference in confidence between same- and mixed-gender pairs, while B. Zhong et. al [37] found that elementary school girls in same- and mixed-gender pairs, had increased confidence from pair programming. In our remote study, participants in same-gender pairs had increased confidence, while only women participants in mixed-gender pairs did not have increased confidence.

- **Compatibility.** In post-test surveys conducted by Choi [38], there was no difference between same- and mixed-gender pairs’ compatibility, while our study (in interviews) and the study by Zhong et al. [37] (in post-questionnaires) found differences in preferences to work with the other gender.

- **Communication.** Zhong et al. [37] found that same-gender pairs exhibited a higher perceived communication than mixed-gender pairs through quantitative post-questionnaires, while in our study we analyzed communication styles in-depth qualitatively.

- **Partnership.** In both co-located studies by Zhong et al. [37] and Choi [38] and our remote study, same-gender pairs had closer partnerships than mixed-gender pairs.

#### B. Implications for Gender HCI

Several commercial and open-source software products have used GenderMag (Gender Inclusiveness Magnifier) to find gender-specific issues in their software [99]–[102]. GenderMag is an inspection method that integrates a specialized cognitive walkthrough with research-based personas to statistically cluster gender differences into facets i.e. an individual’s problem solving techniques and usage of software features [103], [104].

But GenderMag was created primarily to support one-user problem-solving activities with technology. Studies are needed to investigate building upon GenderMag to include new facets.
for collaborative activities, particularly for remote pair programming. Extending GenderMag would enable researchers and educators to evaluate remote education tools for CS students. The following discussion includes facets we observed in our study that may improve GenderMag’s utility for remote pair programming:

**Persona of a remote CS student.** GenderMag consists of three personas: “Abby” - a stereotypical woman, “Pat(ricia)/Pat(rick)” - a gender neutral person, and “Tim” - a stereotypical man. The current persona in GenderMag uses customizable characteristics like backgrounds, photos, job titles, education, and fixed facets based on gender research. These facets are: (1) Learning styles (2) Information processing styles (3) Motivation to use technology (4) Risk-averseness (5) Self-efficacy.

We recommend larger follow-up studies be conducted to investigate the impact of adding the following characteristics to a GenderMag persona: (1) Non-verbal communication (“Abby” uses more facial expressions than “Tim”) and (2) Preference for remote technology (“Tim” prefers remote technology more than “Abby”). These personas could also include facets of pair programming such as leadership style (“Tim” authoritative vs. “Abby” democratic) and primary communicator role preference (“Tim” prefers driver when he knows how to solve the problem vs. “Abby” prefers navigator when she knows how to solve the problem).

**Cognitive walkthrough for pairs of CS students.** There may be a need to expand the cognitive walkthrough for pair programming, such as the “goals” aspect of the walkthrough because in pair programming one individual’s goal may be affected by another individual’s goal.

For pair programming, we recommend follow-up studies explore replacing the cognitive walkthrough of GenderMag with group walkthrough. Group walkthrough is used for collaboration and includes two types of works: Taskwork - actions to accomplish the task and Teamwork - actions that group members must perform as a group to accomplish a task [105], [106]. Taskwork needs to be specifically designed for pair programming and Teamwork should consider same- and mixed-gender pairs because they may be affected by the combination of their leadership styles, pair programming roles (navigator/driver), and self-efficacy.

**C. Implications for CS Educational Tools**

Based on our results, we recommend tool builders develop the following features for CS educational tools:

**Recommend pairs based on pre-questionnaires.** To facilitate an optimal, gender-inclusive learning experience for CS students, a recommendation system with a set of pre-questionnaires to identify characteristics like leadership style, self-efficacy, programming style, and information processing style could be created. This system could automatically recommend pairings of CS students to course instructors, which would be beneficial especially in classes of larger sizes.

**Integrating “floor passing” strategy.** One way to facilitate structured coordination between two CS students is to utilize the “floor passing” strategy. A system could grant exclusive access to the current “floor holder”/driver and prompt users to change roles. This method could help especially for mixed-gender pairs to promote fairness and equal learning.

**Supporting holographic video-conferencing.** For better communication among remote pairs, we suspect that augmented reality, such as projecting the holographic image of the partner in the real environment, could help CS students, especially women, utilize their non-verbal cues while communicating in a way that 2D video-conference calls cannot.

**Idea management and note-taking.** Idea management and note-taking can be supported by adding the feature of a shared, interactive “to-do” list, a form of information enrichment that has been shown to be effective for and well-liked by both men and women [107]–[109]. The “to-do list” could help facilitate dividing and conquering a task by allowing pairs to assign a new task to themselves or their partner. This may help reduce “free riders effect” especially in mixed-gender pairs.

**VI. CONCLUSIONS**

This is the first study to investigate the gender differences in pairs of CS students programming remotely. Based on our analysis, through a gender lens, of same- and mixed-gender pairs of CS students we observed the following:

- **RQ1:** Coordination – Same-gender pairs tended to be democratic, put aside their own preferences, and divided tasks fairly, while mixed-gender pairs had one authoritative partner who more often took control of the task and instructed their partner.
- **RQ2:** Communication – Women utilized more non-verbal cues than men. Both genders had a different understanding of the driver and navigator roles: (a) When they knew how to solve the task, women preferred to be the navigator while men preferred to be the driver (b) When they did not know what to do, men preferred to be navigator and women preferred to be driver. Furthermore, men were more comfortable using remote pair programming while women preferred co-located pair programming.
- **RQ3:** Collaboration – Women were more aware of gender differences, and preferred to work with other women than men, who did not have a preference. Additionally, in mixed-gender pairs, women’s self-efficacy did not increase; hence women did not benefit from mixed-gender pairings.

The gender differences reported in this study can inform the design of the theory-based method GenderMag. We recommended extending the GenderMag method by informing the design of personas and cognitive walkthroughs to include gender-specific leadership styles and driver/navigator preferences. Furthermore, we recommended features for CS educational tools to bring the gender-inclusivity benefits of pair programming to remote CS education. Our study shows that online CS education still needs further development to fulfill its promise of equalizing life-circumstance barriers for women.

URL http://gendermag.org/


